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the recent book Beyond Transference: When the Therapists Real Life Intrudes (Gold & Nemiah, 1993), contributors recount how personal events in the lives of therapists real life intrudes / Beyond Transference - APA Publishing Published: (1987) Beyond transference: when the therapists real life intrudes / Beyond countertransference: the therapists subjectivity in the therapeutic ?Read Beyond Transference: When The TherapistS Real Life . Read Beyond Transference: When the Therapists Real Life Intrudes book reviews & author details and more at Amazon.in. Free delivery on qualified orders. Beyond Transference: When the Therapists Real Life Intrudes - Google Books Result Yet, a therapists pregnancy is a major life transition, and one that has a real and meaningful relationship between the client and therapist.. In J. Gold & J. Nemiah (Eds.) Beyond Transference: When the Therapists. Real Life Intrudes.